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Jeremy Rifkin is an American economic and social theorist, writer, public speaker, political

advisor, and activist. Rifkin is the author of 21 bestselling books about the impact of

scientific and technological changes on the economy, the workforce, society, and the

environment. The books have been translated into more than 35 languages. His most



recent books include the international bestsellers, The Green New Deal (2019), The Zero

Marginal Cost Society (2014), The Third Industrial Revolution (2011), The Empathic

Civilization (2010), The European Dream (2004), The Hydrogen Economy (2002), The Age

of Access (2000), The Biotech Century (1998), and The End of Work (1995).

Jeremy Rifkin has been an advisor to the leadership of the European Union since 2000. He

has advised three past presidents of the European Commission – Romano Prodi, Jose

Manuel Barroso, and Jean-Claude Juncker – and is advising the current European

Commission under the presidency of Ursula von der Leyen, as well as the current president

of the European Parliament, David Sassoli. Mr. Rifkin has also advised numerous EU

heads of state over the past twenty years, including Germany’s Angela Merkel, on the

ushering in of a smart green Third Industrial Revolution economy.

Mr. Rifkin’s New York Times bestselling book, The Third Industrial Revolution, provided the

blueprint for the economic transition to a post-carbon ecological society across the

European Union. According to The European Energy Review, “perhaps no other author or

thinker has had more influence on the EU’s ambitious climate and energy policy than the

famous American ‘visionary’ Jeremy Rifkin.” In the words of Vice Chancellor and Economy

Minister of Germany, Sigmar Gabriel, Jeremy Rifkin “is the economic and ecological

worldwide ambassador of the energy transition… Rifkin presents a grand scenario for the

future: a visionary approach unlike anyone has dared to put forward in the last fifty years

that will boost our thinking and help with our orientation.”

Mr. Rifkin is also advising the leadership of the Peoples Republic of China on the build out

and scale up of the Internet Plus Third Industrial Revolution infrastructure to usher in a

sustainable low-carbon economy. The Huffington Post reported from Beijing on October

29th 2015 that “Chinese Premier Li Keqiang has not only read Jeremy Rifkin’s book, The

Third Industrial Revolution, and taken it to heart. He and his colleagues have also made it

the core of the country’s thirteenth Five-Year Plan…” The Huffington Post goes on to say

that “this blueprint for China’s future signals the most momentous shift in direction since the

death of Mao and the advent of Deng Xiaoping’s reform and opening up in 1978.”

According to EurActiv, “Jeremy Rifkin is an American economist and author whose best-

selling Third Industrial Revolution arguably provided the blueprint for Germany’s transition to



a low-carbon economy, and China’s strategic acceptance of climate policy.”

Mr. Rifkin is a principal architect of the European Union’s long term Third Industrial

Revolution economic vision and development plan to usher in an Internet of Things digital

infrastructure across the European Union and its partnership regions to create a smart post-

carbon economy, ecological society, and the world’s largest single integrated economic

marketplace. The plan is called “Smart Europe.”

On January 31st 2017, the European Union launched the digital Third Industrial Revolution

Smart Europe economic modernization plan with a conference hosted by Mario Draghi,

President of the European Central Bank, called “Into the Future: Europe’s Digital Integrated

Market.” Mr. Rifkin delivered a keynote address on transforming the European Union into a

smart Third Industrial Revolution paradigm.

The Third Industrial Revolution Smart Europe long-term economic development plan was

formally announced by Maros Sefcovic, Vice President of the European Commission,

Markku Markkula, President of the Committee of the Regions, and Jeremy Rifkin on

February 7th 2017. Mr. Rifkin is currently advising the European Commission on the

deployment of the Smart Europe initiative and will be working with the 350 formal regions of

the EU in the creation of road maps to deploy the new economic narrative and vision across

Europe.

Mr. Rifkin is the President of the TIR Consulting Group, LLC comprising many of the leading

renewable energy companies, electricity transmission companies, engineering companies,

construction companies, architectural firms, ICT and electronics companies, transport and

logistics companies, advanced manufacturing companies, and economic modelers. His

global economic development team is working with cities, regions, and national

governments to develop the Internet of Things (IoT) infrastructure for a Collaborative

Commons and a Third Industrial Revolution. The TIR Consulting Group LLC is currently

working with the regions of Hauts-de-France, the Metropolitan Region of Rotterdam and

The Hague, and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg in the conceptualization, build out, and

scale up of a smart Third Industrial Revolution infrastructure to transform their economies.

Mr. Rifkin is ranked 123 in the WorldPost / HuffingtonPost 2015 global survey of “The

World’s Most Influential Voices.” Mr. Rifkin is also listed among the top 10 most influential



TEMAS
Mr. Rifkin tailors each presentation to the needs of his audience and is not limited to the topics listed below.
Please ask us about any subject that interests you:

Energy transition
Sustainable development
Climate Change
Green and Sustainability
Global Economy

PROGRAMAS

economic thinkers in the survey. The survey was prepared at Massachusetts Institute of

Technology and used collective intelligence to correlate the rankings.

Since 1995, Rifkin has lectured at the Wharton School’s Executive Education Program at

the University of Pennsylvania where he instructs CEOs and senior management on

transitioning their business operations into sustainable economies.

THE THIRD INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION AND A ZERO MARGINAL COST SOCIETY

The Global Economy is in crisis. Economists warn that we face another 20 years of

declining productivity, slow growth, steep unemployment, and increasing inequality. The

economic downturn is fueling growing discontent toward governing institutions and

spawning extreme political movements around the world. And now, after 200 years of

industrial activity, scientists report that climate change is ravaging the planet, taking us into

the sixth mass extinction of life on Earth. Where do we go from here?

THE SCIENCE OF PRODUCTIVITY ZERO MARGINAL COST AND THE RISE OF THE

SHARING ECONOMY

TWO GENERATIONS OF MASS EMPLOYMENT

RETHINKING EMPLOYMENT IN AN AUTOMATED ECONOMY



PUBLICACIONES

Libros

EL GREEN NEW DEAL
GLOBAL  THE AGE OF RESILIENCE  THE AGE OF ACCESS

THE NEW DIGITAL MONOPOLIES

THE GREAT ECONOMIC REVOLUTIONS IN HISTORY

THE GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL CRISIS: THE PATH TO SUSTAINABLE

DEVELOPMENT

THE FUTURE OF WORK: RETHINKING THE NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT IN AN

INCREASINGLY AUTOMATED, BORDERLESS AND HIGHLY MOBILE GLOBAL

ECONOMY

https://www.amazon.com/Green-New-Deal-global-civilizaci%25C3%25B3n/dp/8408238132
https://www.amazon.com/Age-Resilience-Reimagining-Existence-Rewilding/dp/1250093546
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=The+Age+Of+Access+Jeremy+Rifkin


THE END OF WORK  THE EUROPEAN DREAM  
THE THIRD INDUSTRIAL

REVOLUTION

THE ZERO MARGINAL
COST SOCIETY

CONDICIONES

Travels from: Washington D.C., USA

Fee Range: Please Inquire

https://www.amazon.com/s?k=The+End+Of+Work+Jeremy+Rifkin
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=The+European+Dream+Jeremy+Rifkin
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=The+Third+Industrial+Revolution+Jeremy+Rifkin
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=The+Zero+Marginal+Cost+Society+Jeremy+Rifkin
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